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First Edition For Both BooksDo You Want To Learn How To Paint?* * *Free Bonus Inside* *
*Limited Time Offer 40% OFF Regular Price (6.99)This Box Set Includes....Acrylic Painting:
Complete Guide to Techniques for Portrait Painting, Landscape Painting, and Everything Else
AcrylicHave you always wanted to learn how to paint? Have you been looking for an easy way to
start with a step-by-step tutorial. Find out inside. I wrote this book for those who aspire for their
works to be seen by the world, whether beginner or professional. Through the lessons in this
book, you can let the whole world know how effective painting is as a way of communicating and
bridging the gaps across different nations and cultures. By the end of this book you will have
mastered all the basic techniques in Acrylic Painting and ready to show some of your work to the
world.Oil Painting: Complete Guide To Oil Painting For BeginnersDo you have an interest in oil
painting? Have you always wanted to learn how to get better at painting? Inside we give you the
best techniques on making beautiful, stunning oil paintings. This book will help you if you are a
beginner to painting and all the tools you will need. It will also help the advanced painter sharpen
up some of their techniques from different brush strokes, all the way to painting at the right
angles. By the end of the book you will have mastered all the basic techniques to oil painting and
ready to express your beautiful work.Hurry! and Download Your Copy Today!!!



PAINTINGBox Set- Acrylic Painting and Oil Painting For BeginnersOil Painting:A Complete
Guide to Oil Painting for BeginnersTable Of ContentsIntroductionChapter 1: Tools of the
TradeChapter 2: Basic PrinciplesChapter 3: Basic TechniquesChapter 4: Study 1: The World in
MonochromeChapter 5: Study 2: Trees!Chapter 6: 7 Quick Tips to Improve at Oil
PaintingConclusionIntroductionI want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading the
book, “Painting: A Complete Guide to Oil Painting for Beginners”.This book contains proven
steps and strategies on how to start your oil painting journey. It contains discussions on painting
tools, principles and techniques that every beginner should know before they become masters
of oil painting. It also has some exercises broken down in steps for you to practice some of those
painting techniques.Thanks again for downloading this book, I hope you enjoy it!Chapter 1 –
Tools of the TradeLike all other projects, first step to painting will always be preparation. Of
course, an important part of the preparatory phase would be gathering the right tools. If you have
a good local art store, you will probably find what you need to start out.Here are some painting
tools and supplies that you will be using:Oil PaintYou can find a large variety of oil paints
available in various places. Your best bet is at a local art store, but you can also try ordering them
online. The paints would vary in terms of price, quality and even safety of use.Your basic oil paint
has two components: the pigment and the oil. The pigment is what gives it color. It used to be
made of substances that are found in nature like minerals or even plants. You can still find these
for sale, but most pigment is now synthetic and made to be cheaper and more resistant to
fading. The oil is what gives the paint its name apparently. It is what binds the pigment. This can
come in a wide variety depending on what is available to you. Take note that some pigments can
be toxic. Make sure to check the labels carefully before you buy your paint.Here are some
important things you should check for as well:•Water-Soluble and TraditionalThe main difference
between the two is the manner of thinning the paint. Traditional oil paints usually require some
substance like turpentine to act as a thinner and also to clean brushes. These can have very
strong odors and can even be hazardous. Water-soluble paints as the name suggests, dissolves
in water. They are the same as traditional paints except that the oils are modified to allow mixing
or dissolving in water making them easier to clean off or thin. Water-soluble paints usually
perform the same as traditional paint but some are still of the opinion that traditional paint is best.
If you are still learning and starting out, water-soluble is probably the way to go.•GradeYou can
find paint in basically two grades: student and professional. You will find that student grade paint
is cheaper but it contains less pigment than that of professional paint. If you are not too keen on
spending too much while studying painting, student grade is a fine choice. But if you do not mind
the bump in price, professional grade paint is the choice for better quality.•LightfastnessThis
simply refers to the resistance of the paint to fading. Some paints are prone to fading. This is
especially true when left in direct sunlight. Most manufacturers will label their paints. If not, you
can always consult the seller who should have the information on their products.Mediums,
Solvents and ThinnersMediums refer to substances that are mixed with paint to alter it. Some
mediums can change the drying time of the paint, slowing it down or speeding it up depending



on your needs. Some may also make the paint flow more, change the consistency, the
transparency and even the glossiness. The use of mediums would depend on your style and
your desired effect. The next chapter will discuss a way in which mediums can be used for
certain painting techniques. Though you can usually buy the mediums you need, they can also
be mixed and custom made to the preference of the artist.You can also find substances called
thinners and solvents. These are used for dissolving or thinning the paint to make them easier to
work with, create a certain consistency of paint, make modifications or corrections to you
painting, or for cleaning your paint brushes and materials. As earlier mentioned, these are
primarily for traditional paints. Water-soluble paints only require water to do the
job.BrushesPainting brushes come in several kinds. It is a good idea to keep with you a good
variety of brushes as they have their own uses. Here are some things to look out for when
selecting your brushes:•SizeYou will usually start a painting off using bigger brushes for the
rough sectioning of you painting and the like. Then as you go more into the detail of your work,
you will likely use progressively smaller brushes.•ShapeThe tips of the brush come in several
shapes that affect how the paint is transferred onto the surface. You have the usual types:
Rounds, Flats Filberts, and Riggers.▪Rounds – round body that end in a point. Usually used for
details.▪Flats – wide, flat hairs that end in a squared tip. Large ones like those used in painting
houses are for painting large portions of the surface. Smaller ones can be used to put in straight
or chiseled details.▪Filberts – almost the same as flats but have rounded ends or even pointed
ones.▪Riggers – round body but slender and longer hairs compared to rounds. Used for making
longer brushstrokes.•Brush LengthThis refers to the length of the handle. Longer handles allow
you to make broader strokes while shorter handles are good for making small and detailed
touches. This is however dependent on your preference, style, and•Type of HairBrushes usually
have either fine or coarse hair. Of course, you can find some that are degrees in between. The
important thing to consider is that coarser brushes are usually easier to clean and possibly more
durable. They can also hold more thick paint. Soft hair brushes on the other hand are usually
used for fine detail work and create smoother strokes.•Length of HairShorter hair brushes hold
less paint than longer hair ones. Also short hair brushes tend to be stiff compared to long hair
ones.PalettesThese are the tools for holding your paint. Incidentally you can also mix paint on
them before and as you paint. You can find them in several shapes and sizes. What you should
consider is finding one that has enough room for your paint and mixing but is not too much of a
hassle to handle. Make sure that you can carry it around comfortably if you plan to.A good thing
to remember is that you have to clean your palette before you start painting. Any oil paint that
dries on it cannot be reused. Incidentally, you can also find disposable palettes in the form of
palette pads. You just tear the used piece after each session and you have a brand new one
again.Painting SurfacesPainting surfaces are where you do your magic with your paint. You have
a multitude of choices when it comes to where you want to paint. This depends mostly on what
you want to achieve. Remember that choosing the painting surface is as important as choosing
the paint to use in terms of the quality and characteristics of your finished painting. Take note of



the texture, size and ease of storage. Here are some of the common choices:•Stretched
CanvasThis is probably the most common option. It is canvas that is pulled over a frame or bars
usually made of wood. What you should look for are frames that are strong enough to handle the
size of canvas. You can also find canvas made out of either cotton or linen. Cotton is usually the
cheaper of the two. The downside is that it loosens more over time than linen. You should
likewise pay attention to the texture of the material. You want a fine material if you plan on
making detailed paintings. If you plan on using thick layers of paint, the coarser material may be
ideal. You may also want to incorporate the texture in the painting itself.•Plywood or Masonite
PanelsYou can find these panels in your local art stores already prepared for you to paint on.
They are cheaper and can also be homemade. There is also a variety that has canvas glued on
to it. This gives you the texture of canvas while also providing a backing which is more rigid than
stretched canvas.•Cradled Plywood or Masonite PanelsSome panels also come with frames
much like stretched canvas. They are meant to prevent the wood from warping and make them
stronger as the panels alone may be easy to bend or break.•Wrapped PanelsCanvas-wrapped
panels are made of Masonite, plywood or cardboard, and are wrapped with a primed canvas.
They are similar to panels with canvas glued to one side. However, if the core is made of
cardboard, the panel may swell and warp over time.•Canvas PadsThese are basically sheets of
canvas that are made into a pad. It is ideal for practicing. You can cut sheets out and attach them
to a panel or frame with clamps or glue. Just like stretched canvas, they come in a variety of
textures and material.EaselsArtists traditionally stand while painting. This allows them to move
freely and get a better view of their subject and their painting. For this, they usually use easels.
Nowadays, easels come in different shapes and sizes depending on what you need as long as
they hold your paintings in position. When choosing an easel, consider if it is appropriate for the
size of your intended painting and your workplace. You can find some that are designed for
standing or sitting. You can also find some that are designed for tables. There are also those
meant for indoor and outdoor painting. Make sure that you find one that you will be comfortable
using for long periods of time. A handy tip is to look for easels that are adjustable, portable and
easy to move or store.Other ToolsThere are other tools that you can look into when you buy your
supplies. Survey your local art store and see if they have the following. You may not use all of
them now and may not even need them altogether. Nonetheless they can be helpful depending
on your project and what you want to do:•Rags/Towels – for wiping and cleaning•Palette Knife –
for handling your paint, mixing, and even painting•Fixative Spray – prevents smudging of
graphite or coal sketches•Kneaded Eraser – a special type of eraser that does not
crumbleThings to AvoidWhen looking for supplies for the first time, you might not be sure what to
look for and might end up buying everything in sight. While it is not really a problem if you can
afford to buy all your supplies at once, it is good to know what things to avoid when you are
starting out.•Unusually Cheap Paint – these usually are of inferior or dubious quality. Stick to
student grade paint that your art store recommends. Do not buy unlabeled paint no matter how
cheap it is.•Toxic Pigments – read the labels of paint tubes. Some pigments are harmful when



not handled properly. If the paint tube does not have warnings or you are unsure, ask the art
store. You can try these out if you want when you have more experience with painting.•Very Big
or Small Paint Tubes – when you buy large tubes of paint, chances are you will keep them
around for a long time. The stress of reusing a tube such as opening it over and over can cause
the tube to deteriorate and eventually split. As for small tubes, you will find that they will not last
long enough to finish a painting. This is a hassle and a waste of money as it is usually more
expensive to buy two small tubes than a regular sized one. Stick with a regular sized tube of
paint.Chapter 2 – Basic PrinciplesDoing great work with painting is all about three things:
Structure, Color and Value. Before you jump into creating your masterpiece, here are the basics.
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Iben Cruz, “Great book for someone who wants to start oil painting. Painting has always been my
hobby since i was in high school. My interest in doing this started when there was an assignment
during our art class where we have to paint something of our interest. I always loved nature then
so I decided to pick a subject of a sunset over a mountain and sea. I decided to use an oil paint
back then because of its vibrance in color. That was the first time I used a paint brush and a
canvas but the result did surprised me. Least to say that i got a very good grade for my
assignment that time because the painting turned out quite good than i expected. And I'm
guessing that the oil paint i used got a lot do with it. So, since then i've been using oil paints
whenever i got time to paint, even until now. But I want to imrove on my painting so I decided to
read some books about oil painting to learn some tips and techniques. I found this book and
upon reading it, I learned some useful tips and tricks in oil painting. It's really helpful because the
book teaches you the basic priciples and techniques. Very comprehensive and a really good
book for beginners who wants to start on oil painting. Good book for its price. I highly
recommend it.”

Jennifer Lara, “Techniques to improve your painting.. I am satisfied with my purchase, I really
liked this book. What caught my attention at first was that the author began to explain as if the
reader were a beginner. That is very important because most of the time, in such guides there is
not an "intermediate" level for newbies feel comfortable working. Another thing that I really liked
was that the guide is quite technical, which facilitates understanding.Clear and concise
instructions. I've never touched an acrylic, have never used a brush but I draw since I can
remember and this book beyond the technique has managed to surprise and enthuse to begin
painting.Could highlight hundreds of other things that really caught my attention, as the huge
amount of historical data that enriches the book. An incredible touch! But this book deserves to
be read. I invite you to download it. I'm very happy and satisfied I bought it.”

S, “It was kinda pricey but we had our fun. My friends and I decided to have more .... Not too long
ago, I had a painting experience for first time in very long time with my sister and my friends. The
painting event was called paint nite. The cost of event was 35 per a person. It was kinda pricey
but we had our fun. My friends and I decided to have more fun by having another paint night, but
this time we going to do it our-self.I was the worst of my friends and my sister. This time it will be
different.I learned a lot from this book. I highly recommend this book for people who wants to
learn how to paint.”

Kristina, “Learn more, do more. I draw a lot more than I paint because I’m terrible at painting.
This book tells you thing from how to draw structures to information about oil painting. Which is
what I wanted to learn more about, oil painting. The oil painting chapter teaches you how to draw
a simple tree, which was hard enough for me! Anyway I recommend this book.”



Helen O'Toole, “A wonderful box set for painters, new and old alike!. Painting: Box Set: Acrylic
Painting and Oil Painting is a wonderful box set. I have always wanted to learn to paint with both
oils and acrylics but I was hesitant. The author Judith Ann Miller walks you through both
mediums very well. The box set starts with oil painting and the tools you will need, like brushes
and palettes. She explains how to begin, basic techniques and even has two studies that have
instructions with them to try out. The second book, acrylic painting begins with a brief history of
acrylics and also includes the tools you will need. Acrylic painting has a bit more instruction due
to the acrylics being a little more difficult to work with. The book also includes information on
how to remove acrylics from different surfaces. Ms. Miller concludes the acrylic book with
famous acrylic painters.”

Melonie B, “Just what I wanted. My boyfriend is an artist, but his day job of working in sales takes
up all of his time so he doesn’t get to work on his passion very much anymore and gets let down
because he specifically likes to paint to reduce stress. I have never been great at art and I don’t
know much about it so I purchased this box set to learn more about painting. I was hoping that
by learning more about painting I could relate better with him about his passion and maybe even
make time for us to do some together. I was really happy with the information that this box set
provided me. I feel like I got all the information that I wanted to know and more….the types of
brushes you can use and why, the use of Easles, Palettes, etc…The oil painting book was
interesting, but I liked the acrylic book more because of the look of the style and I think it would
be an easier medium for me to work with being a beginner. Each book had a couple of nice
graphics and no issues with the book overall. Easy read and informative!”

Julia Dror, “All art enthusiasts must have this book!. I just joined a summer art class in our
community and I enjoy it so much! We have been trying different painting techniques and I find
oil painting my most favorite. I love how it gives beautiful texture to every stroke of brush. Now I
am writing a short paper about it to supplement my work. After reading this book, I had additional
learnings about this painting technique that I was able to incorporate in my paper. This book
gives ample information on what every enthusiast should equip himself with. Because of that, I
think we all should make this a part of our mini libraries!”

Jono Poon, “Great painting guide. Recently bought this book to learn more about acrylic and oil
painting, it is well written and contains a lot of information accompanied with different
expressions and paintings. If you want to learn how to paint but don't have the time or money to
go to the painting classes then this guide is a good way to get started. It gives you the
information regarding different tools and brush textures on how to use them for different effects
and paintings.”

shirley, “Five Stars. Lots of good information interesting read”



Colin Roberts, “Four Stars. Pretty good guide for a beginner”

The book by Jim Korkis has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 29 people have provided feedback.
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